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G. G. STOKES

XXII. On the Theories of the Internal ji'rietion of ]i'luids
EJquiIilJrimn and J]otion of Elastic 8olùls. By G.
laID of Pen"lJroke (lollege.

in J]otion) and of the
G. STOKES) l'I.A., Fel-

[Head .lfJl'il 14, 1845.J

Art. 2. - .

dIV, dIV, dl/),
-x+-y+ z

dx dy dz

velocities form what 1 shall cali the re/ath'e uclocities of the
points of the fluid about l'; and the motion expressed by these
velociries is what 1 shall cali the relative //lotioll in the
neighbourhood of P.

ta x,

d\\7 dU
-~--

dx' - dz' ,

......... y,

dV
dx' ,

du, du du,
x + - y' + ,- z parallcl

dx dy dz

du du
·-x' + - y' +
dx dy d"
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w', w", Will are arbitrary, let them be .10 assumed that

U= du x''';- (~It. + y' + (,'ll!._w") z',
d\ Vly \llz

(
dv III)' du, + (d l' + ') ,V = - .~, w x + - y _.. w z,
dx dy dz

, (dw ,,\ J + (fdlV , + dw j\\7= --+IV \,\ -- Y -"'.
h ) ~ h

Since

neglecting squares and products of x', y'," Let these vclocities
be compounded of those duc ta the angular vclocities w', w", Will

about the axes of x, y, ::, and of the velocities U, V, \\7 parallcl
to x,V, z. The linear vclocities duc to the angular velocities
bcing -w//Z'-w1Ily', WIIIX'-w"Z',w'y'_'v"x' paralld ta the

axes of x, y, z, wc shall thercfore have

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 shall assume the following principle: -

Tbat t/)(' di/ferellce betwI'C1l tbe jJresSllre 011 a p/alle ill a ghlell
directioll jJllssillg tl.m}//gb allY jloillt P of a fluicl ill II/otioll alld tbe
jlrcsSllrewhich wOIl/d <'xist ill al! directio/lS about P if the flllid ill
its Ileigbbourboodwcre ill a state of relative equi/ibriuII/ depellds
Oll/Y 011 tbe relative //lotioll of tbe fluid ill/mediatcly about P;
alld tl.}(/t tbe rclathle motioll duc ta II/IY II/O/iOII of rotatioll II/a))
be e1imilllltedwithout :rffectillg the diffl'rellces of tbe jJl"essllr~s
IIboue II/l'lltiolled.

Let U, 1', lU be the resolved parts, parallel ta the rectangular
axes, Ox, Oy, Oz, of the vclocity of the point l', whose co
ordinates at the instant considered are x, y, ::. Then the relative
velocities at the point 1", whose co-ordinates are x + x', y +y',
z + z', will be

Art. I. - .

SECTION 1.

Let l' be any material point in the fluid, and consider the
instantaneous motion of a very smail clement E of the fluid
about l'. This motion is compounded of a motion of translation,
the same as that of l', and of the motion of the several points of
E rclativcly to l'. If wc conceive a vclocity equal and opposite
to that of l' impressed on the whole clement, the remaining

Exjl/allation of tbe T beory of F/uid Motioll jJl"oposed. Forll/atioll
of the Differelltial EqllatiollS. Ajljl/ication of tbese Equations
ta a feu; simjl/e cases.

THE cquations of Fluid Motion commonly employed depend
upon the fundamental hypothesis that the murual action of two
adjacent clements of the fluid is normal ta the surface which
separa tes them. From this assumption the equality of pressure
in ail directions is easily deduced, and then the equations of
motion are formed according ta D'Alembert's principle. This
appears ta me the most natural light in which ta view the sub
ject; for the nvo principles of the absence of tangential action,
and of the equality of pressure in ail directions ought not to be
assumed as independent hypotheses, as is sometimes donc, inas
much as the latter is a necessary consequence of the former ':'.
The equations of motion so formed are very complicated, but yet
they admit of solution in some instances, especially in the case
of small oscillations. The results of the theory agree on the
whole with observation, .10 far as the time of oscillation is con
cerned. But tilere is a whole class of motions of which the
common theory takes no cognizance whatever, namcly, those
which depend on the tangential action called inta play by the
sliding of one portion of a fluid along another; or of a fluid along
the surface of a solid, or of a different fluid, that action in fact
which performs the same part with fluids that friction does
with solids.

In reflecting on the principles according ta which the motion
of a fluid ought to be calculated when account is taken of the
tangential force, and consequently the pressure not supposed the
same in ail directions, 1 \Vas led ta construct the theory explained
in the first section of this paper, or at least the main part of it,
which consists of equations (13), and of the principles on which
they arc formed. 1 afterwards found that Poisson had written
a memoir on the .lame subject, and on referring ta it 1 found that
he bd arrived at the same equations. The method which he em
ployed \Vas however so different from mine that 1 feel justified in
bying the latter before this Society +. The leading principles of
my theory will be found in the hypotheses of Art. 1, and in
Art. 3.

* This may be easily shewn by the consideration of a tetrahedi-oll of t.he
fiuid, as in Art. 4.

+ The same equations have also been obtained by Navier in the case of an
incompressible fluid (Jl;Iém. de l'Aca.dénde, t. VI. p. 389), but his principles
diffcr from mine still 1110l-e than do Poisson·s.

which gives

w' = lA! (d.!.:. _ :11'), IV" = lI., (~!!. _d,w)
dy dz /- dz dx'

W ill __ lI., (du _ dU)
/.... , .... (

dx dy
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The quantltles '0', ",N, ",m are what 1 shall cali the al/gu/al'
l'elocities of tbe flllid at the poinr considered .

u = -,ii!. ,'...L 11., du + ", + ~.~ (di!.- + .'.L~\i _,
dx' 1 1- clx ~ dz}x) ...., ,

V = ~~ (du + dll') x' + !.I!.' y' + Y2 (1.'~ +dlU) :::',
dx dyJ dy \llz dy

\ "1 _ II (d1lJ dl.l) J + 1'. di'\)' + dw ,> -;'2 - +-.\ !:!- + -- l' -- z ,
dx dz dy dz 1 . dz

... (2).

negative, which is alike in ail directions, and r\Vo motions which
1 shall cali J1/otiollS of sbiftil/g, each of the latter being in t\Vo
dimensions, and not affecting the density. For let a be the rate
of linear extension corresponding to a uniform dilatation; let
(Jx', - (J/, be the vdocities parallel to x" y" corresponding to
a motion of shifting parallel to the planc x,y" and let
(J'x'" - (J'z', be the velocities parallel to x" Z" corresponding
to a similar motion of shifting parallel to the plane X,Z,. The
velocities parallel to x" y" z, respcctively corresponding to the
quantities a, (J and (J' will be (a + (J + (J') x'" (a - (J) l"
(a - (J') z'" and equating these to U" V" \V, we shall get

Let us now investigatc whether it is possible to determine x',
l, z' so that, considering only the relative velocities U, V, \V,
the line joining the points l', 1" shall have no angular motion.
The conditions to be satisfied, in order that this mal' be the
case, are evidently that the increments of the relative co-ordi
lutes x', y', .z', of the second poinr shall be ultimately propor
tional to those co-ordinates. If e be l'he rate of extension of the
line joining the two points considered, wc shall thercfore have

ô == ~1~ (c' + l''' + c III), Œ == 1,ç~ ({/ + (' III - 2 l'II) )

Of == 1-:: (c' + /' - 2 Cff').

Hence the most general instantaneous motion of an elementary
portion of a fluid is compounded of a motion of translation, a
motion of rotation, a motion of uniform dilatation, and two
motions of shifting of the kind just mentioned.

which occurs in the investigation of the principal axes of a
rigid body, and in various othcrs .

(e-1") (e-G) (e-H) --p(e-F)
---g:!(e--G) --b:!(c-H) 2fgb = O...•••. (4)

Art. 3. - .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Let j, be the
pressure which would exist about the point P if the neighbouring
molecules were in a state of relative equilibrium: let j, + j" be
the normal pressure, and t, the tangential action, both rcferred to
a unit of surface, on a plane passing through P and having a given
direction. By the hypotheses of Art. 1. the quantities P" t, will
be independent of the angular velocities "",,,,..,, ",m, depending
only on the residual relative velocities U, V, \V, or, which comes
to the same, on e', l'and cm, or on (J, CJ' and a. 5ince this re
sidual motion is symmetrical with respect to the axes of extension,
it follows that if the plane considered is perpendicular to any one
of these axes the tangential action on it is zero, since there is no
reason why it should act in one direction rather than in the
opposite; for by the hypotheses of Art. 1. the change of density
and temperature about the point l' is to be neglected, the consti
tution of the fluid being ultimately uniform about that point.
Denoting then by p + jl, j, + j,"', ji + j,m the pressures on
planes perpendicular to the axes of x" y" z" we must have
1/ == (IJ (e', eN, el//) , 1)11 == (jJ (/', (/", e'), pli! == (jJ «(/'/, e', c"),

,/, (e', l'N, em
) denoting a function of l", eN and e

m which is sym
metricalwith respect to the two latter quantities. The question
is now to determine, on whatever mal' seem the most probable
hypothesis, the form of the function Il'.

Let us first take the simpler case in which there is no dilata
tion, and only one motion of shifting, or in which eN = - l,
e m = 0, and let us consider what would take place if the fluid
consistcd of smooth molecules acting on each other by actual
contact. On this supposition, it is c1ear, considering the magni
tude of the pressures acting on the molecules compared with
their masses, that they would be sensibly in a position of
relative equilibrium, except when the equilibrium of any one
of them became impossible from the displacement of the
adjoining ones, in which case the molecule in question would
start into a new position of equilibrium. This start would
cause a corresponding displacement in the molecules immediately
about the one which started, and this disturbance would be
propaga ted immedia tel y in ail directions, the nature of the
displacement however being different in different directions,
and would soon become insensible. During the continuance of
this disturbance, the pressure on a smail plane drawn through the
element considered would not be the same in ail directions, nor
normal to the plane: or, which comes to the same, we mal' sup
pose a uniform normal pressure p to act, together with a normal
pressure jJ,,, and a tangential force t,., ii" and t" being forces of
greH intensity and short duration, that is being of the nature of
impulsive forces. As the number of molecules comprised in the
element considered has been supposed extremely great, we mal'

........... (3) ;

dl' d1lJ
2f=--+-,

dz dy
II = dw ,

dz

Fx' + bl + gzl = ex',

bx' + Gy' + fz' = ey',

gx' + fl + Hz' = ez',

G-~
- dy'

1" - rf.!!..
- dx'

'Nhere

l = F, = du, eN = G = ~/l!, l' = H, = dlUé •
dx, ' 'dy, ' dz,

d1lJ dll
2g==---1--

dx dz'

If we eliminate from equations (3) the nvo ratios which exist
between the three quantities x', y', z', we get the weil known
cubic equation

The three directions which have just been determined 1 shall
cali axes of exteusiol/. They will in general vary from one point
to another, and from one instant of time to another. If we denote
the three roots of (4) by c', en, cm, and if we take new reeran
gular axes Ox" 0.1'" Oz., parallel to the axes of extension, and
denote by 11" U., &c. the quantities referred to these axes corres
ponding to 11, U, &c., equations (3) must be satisfied by
)/, == 0, z./, == 0, C == /, by ,,\"', = 0, :;', == 0, e == /' and by
);', == 0, )(, = 0, e = l'''', '\vhich requin~s that fi = 0,
g, = 0, b, = 0, and we have

The values of U" V" \V" which correspond to the residual
motion after the elimination of the motion of rotation corres
ponding to w', Wll and w //1, are

The angular velocity of which ",', ",", ",'" are the compo
nents is independent of the arbitrary directions of the co
ordinate axes: the same is true of the directions of the axes
of extension, and of the values of the roots of equation (4) ...

The motion corresponding to the velocities U" V" \V, mal' be
further decomposed into a motion of dilatation, positive or
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take a time T so shan that all summations with respect to such
intervals of time may be replaced without sensible error by inte
grations, and yet so long that a very great number of stans shall
take place in it. Consequenrly we have only to consider the
average effect of such stans and moreover we may without
sensible error replace the impulsive forces such as il" and t,,,
which succeed one another with great rapidity, by continuous
forces. For planes perpendicular ra the axes of extension these
continuous will be the normal pressures i/, ji", ilm.

Let us now consider a motion of shifting differing from the
former only in having c' increased in the ratio of m to 1. Then
if we suppose each stan comp!cted bcfore the stans which
would be sensibly affected by it are begun, it is clear that the
same series of stans will take place in the second case as in the
first, but at intervals of time which are less in the ratio of 1 ra
m. Consequenrly the continuous pressures by which the impulsive
actions due ra these stans may be replaced must be increased in
the ratio of m ra 1. Hence the pressures il', il', ilm must be
proponional ra e', or we must have

1/ == Cc', J/' == C'e', J} III == Cile'.

Ir is natural ta suppose that these formula.: hold good for
negativc as well as positive values of e'. Assuming this ta be
truc, let the sign of c' be changed. This comes ta interchanging
x and y, and consequenr1y 1J W must remain the same, and i/
and i/' must be interchanged. We must therefore have C" = (J,

C' = - C. Putting then C = - 2 IL we have

p' = - 2 ILe', i/' = 2 ILe', /' W = o.

It has hithcno been supposed that the molecules of a fJuid are
in actual contact. \Ve have every reason ra suppose that this is
not the case. But precisely the same reasoning will apply if they
are separated by intervals as great as wc please compared with
their magnitudes, provided only we suppose the force of restitu
tion called inra play by a small displacement of (IJ/)' 01/(' molecule
to be very grca t.

Let us now rake the case of two motions of shifting which co
cxist, and let us suppose el" a' + cT, /' = - Œ, eln == - (J'.

Let the small time T be divided inta 21/ equal ponions, and let us
suppose that in the first interv.ll a shifting motion corresponding
ta c' = 2 15, e" = 2 15 takes place parallel ta the plane x,y"
and that in the second interval a shifting motion corresponding
ta e' = 2 (J', e m = - 215' takes place parallel to the plane
x,z" and 50 on alternately. On this supposition it is clear that
if wc suppose the time T /2 1/ ra be exrremely small, the conti
nuous forces by which the effect of the stans may be replaced
will be 1/ = - 2 IL (15 + 15'), jJ" = 2 /'<15, il''' = 2 IL 15'. By
supposing /1 indefinitely increased, we might make the motion
considered approach as near as we please ta thar in which the two
motions of shifting coexist; but wc are not at libeny to do so,
for in order to apply the above reasoning we must suppose the
time T /2 II- ra be so large that the average effect of the stans
which occur in it may be taken. Consequenr1y it must be taken
as an additional assumption, and not a matter of absolure
demonstration, that the effecrs of the two motions of shifting
are superimposed.

Hence if 15 = 0, i.e. if c' + c" + cm = 0, we shall have in
general

It was by this hypothesis of stans that 1 first arrived at
these equations, and the differenrial equations of motion which
result from them. On reading Poisson's memoir however, ra
which 1 shall have occasion to refer in Section IV., 1 was led to
refJect that however intense we may suppose the molecular
forces ta be, and however near we may suppose the molecules
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to be to their posItIons of relative equilibrium, we ate not
tho'dore at libeny ra suppose them iiJ those positions, and
consequenrly not at libeny ra suppose the pressure equal in all
directions in the intervals of time between the stans. In fact,
by supposing the molecular forces indefinitely incteased,
retaining the same ratios ro cach other, we may suppose the
displacements of the molecu!cs from their positions of relative
equilibrium indcfinitely diminished, but on the other hand the
force of restitution called into actiol> by a given displacement
is indefinitely increased in the same proponion. But be these
displaccments whar they may, we know that the forces of
restitution make equilibrium with forces equal and opposite ra
the effecrive forces; and in calculating the effective forces we
may neglecr the above displacements, or suppose the molecules
ra move in the paths in which they would move if the shifting
motion raok place with indefinite slowness. Let us first consider
a single motion of shifting, or one for which /' = - e', cm = 0,
and let il, and t, denote the same quantities as bcfore. If we
now suppose e' increased in the ratio of m ra 1, all the effective
forces will be increased in that ratio, and consequenrly iJ, and t,
will be increased in the same ratio. \Ve may deduce the
values of 1/ 1l', and 1>''' just as before, and then pass by the
same reasoning ra the case of two motions of shifting which
coexist, only that in this case the reasoning will be demons
trative, since we mi/Y suppose the time T /2 Il indefinitely
diminished. If we suppose the state of things considered in this
paragraph ra exist along with the motions of staning already
considered, it is easy ra see that the expressions for i/, il' and 1>'''
will still retain the same form.

There remains yet ra be considered the effect of the dilatation.
Let us first suppose the dilatation ra exist without any shifting:
then it is easily seen that the relative motion of the fJuid at the
point considered is the same in all directions. Consequenr!y the
only effect which such a dilatation could have would be ta intro
duce a normal pressure il" alike in all directions, in addition to
that due ta the action of the molecules supposed ta be in astate
of relative equilibrium. Now the pressure p, could only arise
from the aggregate of the molecular actions called into play by
the displacements of the molecules from their positions of relative
equilibrium; but since these displacements take place, on an
average, indifferenrly in all directions, it follows that the acrions
of which i', is composed neurralize each other, so that p, = o.
The same conclusion might be drawn from the hypothesis of
stans, supposing, as it is natural ta do, that each stan calls into
action as much increase of presssure in some directions as dimi
nu tion of pressure in others.

If the motion of uniform dilatation coexists with t\Vo motions
of shifting, 1 shall suppose, for the same reason as before, that the
effects of these different motions are superimposed. Hence sub
tracting il from each of the three quantities e', /' and cm, and
putting the remainders in the place of e', /' and cm in equations
(5), we have

jl' == :X; p. (/' + l'"' - 2 e'), j{' == 7"3 fi. (e lll -+ e' - 2/'),

1/" = % IL (e' + e" - 2 e m
) .(6).

If we had stancd with assuming q) (/, c", cw) ra be a linear
function of e', c" and cm, avoiding ail speculation as ta the
molecular constitution of a fJuid, we should have had at once
i/ = Ce' + C' (e''' + cm), since il is symmetrical with
respect ra /' and em; or, changing the constants, p' =% IL

(e" + e m
- 2/) + K (e' + e" + e"'). The expressions for j/'

and il m would be obtained by interchanging the requisite
quantities. Of course we may at once put K = 0 if we assume
that in the case of a uniform motion of dilatation the pressure at
any instant depends only on the actual density and remperature
at that instant, and not on the rate at which the former changes
with the time. In most cases to which it would be interesting ra
apply the theory of the friction of fJuids the density of the fJuid
is either constant, or may without sensible error be regarded as
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constant, 01' else changes slowly with the time. In the first tWO
cases the results would be the same and in the third case nearly
the same, whether " were equal ta zero or not. Consequenrly, if
rheory and experiment should in such cases agree, the experi
ments must not be regarded as confirming that part of the
theory which relates 1'0 supposing " 1'0 be equal 1'0 zero.

but this sum is the same thing as the velocity U 111 equation (2),
and therefore we have

du + I~_\ ";:;l'u'('' = ]_~ (du + il1/))
dx) \dz dx

Ir may also be very easily proved direcrly that the value of 3 0,
the rate of cubical dilatation, satisfies the equation

)' 0- __ du + ~,' ~1U. .. , (7).
dx dy dz

........... (8).

. (9).

du \
--0 l,

1

l' = 11'1 -1- mT:; + I1T~,

Q = IT:; -1- mp2 + ))1'],

R = IT~ + mT] -1- IIp;!>

( dl 1l'~ = lJ- 2 U - ,
dy

d1/)
1';{ = lJ - 21" (dz - 0) ,

T]=--I"(~~+~~)' \
y" = _ 1" (~/ZU + :!.!!.)' ,

- dx dz

"du dl'
T;{ = -- l' ( - +

\dy

Art. 5. - Having found the pressures about the point P on
planes paraUeI to the co-ordinate planes, il' wiU be easy to form
the equations of motion. Let X, Y, Z be the reso!ved parts,
paraUeI to the axes, of the external force, not including the
molecular force; let p be the density, t the time. Consider an

Ir may also be uscful to know the components, parallcl to

x, )', z, of the oblique pressure on a plane passing through the
poi~t l', and having a given direction. Let l, m, u be the cosines
of the angles which a normal 1'0 the given plane makes with the
axes of x, y, z; let l', Q, R. be the components, referred to a unit
of surface, of the oblique pressure on this plane, l', Q, R being
reckoned positive when the part of the fluid in which is situated
the normal to which l, m and 11 rcfer is urged by the other part
in the positive directions of x, y, z, when l, m and 11 arc positive.
Then considering as bcfore a tetrahedron of which the base is
parallel to the given plane, the vertex in the point l', and the
sides parallcl 1'0 the co-ordinate planes, we shall have

Let 1'~, (ylz) , (ylx) be the quantities rcferring ta the axis of y,
and l':;, (z.tx), (::;Iy) those rcferring ta the axis of z, which corre
spond to l'] &c. referring to the axis of x. Then wc sec that
(ylz) =(zly) , (zlx) = (xlz), (xly) = (ylx). Denoting these
th l'CC quantities by 1'], T~, 1':;, and making the requisite substi
tutions and interchanges, wc have

In the simple case of a sliding motion for which 11 = 0,
l' = f (x), Il! = 0, the only forces, besides the pressure jl, which
act on planes parallcl 1'0 the co-ordinate planes arc the two tangential
forces T:{, the value of which in this case is -1" du/dx. In this
case il' is casy 1'0 shew l'ha l' the axes of ex tension arc, one of
l'hem parallcl to Oz, and the twa others in a plane parallel 1'0

xy, and inclined at angles of 45 0
to Ox. \Ve sec also that it is

necessary 1'0 suppose 1" to be positive, since otherwise the
tendency of the forces would be 1'0 increase the relative motion
of the parts of the fluid, and the equilibrium of the fluid would
be unstable.

the sign ";:; denoting the sum obtained by taking the quantItIes
corresponding to the three axes of extension in succession.
Putting for 1/, 1/' and ji'" their values given by (6), putting
c' + e" + C

'll = 3 v, and observing that 2:.1':! == l, 'Y./ 1nt' == 0,
";:;1'11' = 0, the above equations bccome

Art. 4. - Ir will be easy now ta determine the oblique
pressure, or resultant of the normal pressure and tangential
action, on any plane. Let us first consider a plane drawn through
the point l' parallel ta the plane yz. Let Ox, make with the
axes of x, )', z angles "\vhase cosines are l', "'/, n'; let t',nl',ll"
be the same for Oy" and 1'11 , m"' , 11'" the Same for Oz,. Let
l'] be the pressure, and (xly) , (xlz) the resolved parts, parallel
1'0 y, Z respectively, of the tangential force on the plane
considered, ail rcferred ta a unit of surface, (:Kty) being reckoned
positive when the' part of the fluid towards - x urges that
tawards + x in the positive direction of y, and similarly for
(xlz). Consider the ponion of the fluid comprised within a
tetrahedron having its vertex in the point l', its base parallel ta
the plane yz, and its three sides parallel 1'0 the planes x,y" y,z"
z,x, respectively. Let A be the area of the base, and therefore
l'A, l''A, 11/1 A the areas of the faces perpcndicular ta the axes
of x" y" Z,. By D'Alembert's principle, the pressures and ran
gential actions on the faces of this terrahedron, the moving
forces arising from the external attractions, not including the
molecular forces, and forces equal and opposite 1'0 the effective
moving forces will be in equilibrium, and thercfore the sums of
the resolved parts of these forces in the directions of x, y and z
will cach be zero. Suppose now the dimensions of the tetrahedron
indefinitely diminished, then the resolved parts of the external,
and of effective 1110ving forces will vary ultimately as the cubes,
and those of the pressures and tangential forces on the sides
as the squares of homologous lines. Dividing thercfore the three
equations arising from equating ta zero the resolved parts of
the above forces by A, and raking the limit, wc have

The method of determining the pressure on any plane from
the pressures on three planes al' right angles to each other, which
has just been given, has alrcady been employed by MM. Cauchy
and Poisson.

The most direct way of obtaining the values of ";:;1'2/ &c.
would be to express l', }))' and n'in terms of e' by any t\Vo of
equations (3), in which x', y', z' arc proportional to l', m', JI',
tagcther with the equation f~ + m'2 + n'~ = l, and then 1'0

express the resulting symmerrical function of the roots of the
cubic equation (4) in terms of the coefficients. But this method
would be excessively laborious, and need not be resorted to.

For after eliminating the angular motion of the element of
fluid considcrcd the rClnaining vclocities are / X'I' Cily'" e III ::/"

parallel 1'0 the axes of x" y" Z,. The sum of the resolved parts
of these parallel 1'0 the axis of x is l'e'x' , + IN /'/, + 1111 e'll Z'"
Putting for x'" /" z', their values l'x' -1- m'y' + n'z' &c., the
above sum becomes

l'] = ";:;l'~ (fi -1- 1/), (xly) = ";:;l'm' (fJ -1- j/),

(xlz) = ";:;l'u' (fJ + j/),

l'] = Il - 2 I"";:;I'~(" -1- 2 1"0, (xly) = - 2 1"";:;l'm'/,

(xlz) = -- 2 1"";:;1'11'/.
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if these two parts of the whole retardation were separatcly vari
able with li, it is very unlikcly that they should when combined
give a result independent of li. The amount of the internaI
friction of the water depends on the value of 1'-. l shall
therefore suppose that for water, and by analogy for other
incompressible f1uids, 1'- is independent of the pressure. On this
supposition, wc have from equations (JI) and (12)

o

elementary parallclepiped of the f1uid, formed by planes parallcl
to the co-ordinate planes, and drawn through the point (x, y, z)
and the point (x +~x, y -1- ~y, z + ~z). The mass of this
clement will be ultimatcly p ~x~y~z, and the moving force
parallcl to x arising from the external forces will be ultimatcly
p X~x~y~z; the effective moving force parallcl to x will be
ultimately p Du/Dt. ~x~y~z, where D is used, as it will be in
the rest of this paper, to denote differentiation in which the
independent variables are t and three parameters of the particle
considered, (such for instance as its initial cordinates,) and not
t, x, y, z. Ir is easy '11so to shew that the moving force acting
on the clement considered arising from the oblique pressures on
the faces is ultimatcly

p (!?u
\Dt

d11 ((PU ,ru d~u
+ - - - 1'- -:--:, + ., + .,

dx dx- dy- dz-

~Il + !!!~ + dw
dx dy dz

= 0, &c. (13),

('!!~ + dI-i + (IT~) ~ dl'~-
"lx dy dz -.-'

These equations are applicable to the determination of the motion
of water in pipes and canals, to the calculation of the effect to
friction on the motions of tides and waves, and such questions.

III which equations we must put for Du/Dt its value

acting in the negative direction. Hence wc have by D'Alembert's
principle

( DU. ) dl' (d:~u d:~.l.{ d~'u;JI -x +--1'- _ ..1-._+ _
\ Dt dx dx~ 1 dy~ dz~

,u. d ('du dl' dl//)- "--- -+--+-- =0,&c (12).
3 dx dx d)' dz

The method of proceeding will be different according as the
bounding surface considered is a free surface, the surface of a
solid, or the surface separation of two f1uids, and it will be
necessary to consider these cases separatcly. Of course the
surface of a liquid exposed to the air is really the surface of
separation of two fluids, but it may in many cases be regarded
as a free surface if wc neglect the inertia of the air: it may
always be so regarded if wc neglect the friction of the air as
weil as i ts inertia.

1" = 1', Q' = Q, R' = R.

Art. 6. - Besides the equations which must hold good at any
point in the interior of the mass, it will be necessary to form
also the equations which must be satisfied at its boundaries. Let
Nf be a point in the boundary of the fluid. Let a normal to the
surface at M, draw on the outside of the fluid, make with the
axes angles whose cosines are l, III, u. Let 1", Q', R' be the
components of the pressure of the f1uid about Nf on the solid or
fluid with which it is in contact, these quantities being reckoned
positive when the fluid considered presses the solid or fluid
outside it in the positive directions of x, y, z, supposing l, -Ill

and li positive. Let S be a very small clement of the surface
about M, which will be ultimatcly plane, S' a plane parallel and
equal to S, and directly opposite to it, taken within the fluid.
Let the distance between S and S' be supposed to vanish in the
limit compared with the breadth of S, a supposition which may
be made if we neglect the effect of the curvature of the surface
at M; and let us consider the forces acting on the clement of
fluid comprised between S and S', and the motion of this clement.
If we suppose equations (8) to hold good to within an insensible
distance from the surface of the fluid, wc shall evidently have
forces ultimatcly equal to l'S, QS, RS, (1', Q and R being given
by equations (9),) acting on the inner sdie of the clement in the
positive directions of the axes, and forces ultimately equal to
P'S, Q'S, R'S acting on the outer side in the negative directions.
The moving forces arising from the external forces acting on
the clement, and the effective moving forces will vanish in the
limit compared with the forces l'S, &c.: the same will be true
of the pressures acting about the edge of the clement, if wc
neglect capillary attraction, and ail forces of the same nature.
Hence, taking the limit, we shall have

0, &c... (10),

o (11),
dp dpu + dpI' + dpll/+- -
dt dx d)' dz

and similarly for DI'!dt and Dll//dt. In considering the general
equations of motion it will be needless to write down more than
one, since the other two may be at once derived from it by inter
changing the requisite quantities. The equations (10), the ordi
nary equation of continuity, as it is called,

which expresses the condition that there is no generation or
destruction of mass in the interior of a fluid, the equation con
necting p and p, or in the case of an incompressible fluid the
equivalent equation Dp/Dt = 0, and the equation for the propa
gation of heat, if we choose to take account of that propagation,
are the only equations to be satisfied at every point of the
interior of the fluid mass.

As it is quite useless to consider cases of the utmost degree
of generality, l shall suppose the f1uid to be homogeneous, and of
a uniform temperature throughout, except in 50 far as the
temperature may be raised by sudden compression in the case of
small vibrations. Hence in equations (10) 1'- may be supposed to
be constant as far as regards the temperature; for, in the case
of small vibrations, the terms introduced by supposing it to vary
with the temperature would involve the square of the vclocity,
which is supposed to be neglected. If wc suppose 1'- to be in
dependent of the pressure also, and substitute in (10) the values
of Pl &c. given by (8), the former equations become

Let us now consider in what cases it is allowable to suppose
1'- to be independent of the pressure. It has been concluded by
Dubuat, from his experiments on the motion of water in pipes
and canals, that the total retardation of the velocity duc to
friction is not increased by increasing the pressure. The total
retardation depends, partI y on the friction of the water against
the sides of the pipe or canal, and partly on the mutual friction,
or tangential action, of the different portions of the water. Now

Art. 9. - Although the discharge of a liquid through a long
straight pipe or canal, under given circumstances, cannot be
calculated without knowing the conditions to be satisfied at the
surface of contact of the fluid and solid, it may be weil to go
a certain way towards the solution.

Let the axis of z be parallel to the generating lines of the
pipe or canal, and inclined at an angle a to the horizon; let the
plane yz be vertical, and let )' and z be measured downwards.
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111 the 11rst, and making simibr changes in the second and

The motion being uniform, wc shall have Il = 0, l' - 0,
w=f(x,y), and we have from equations(13)

d...j.I.. df! d /1 1 d"w + .d".~L.•.,'_) •.... . = 0, ... = gP cos a, .'- =gP sin a + !J-! ., ..
dx dy dz \ dx- dy-

In the case of a canal djl/dz = 0; and the calculation of the
motion in a pipe mal' always be reduced ta thar of the motion
in the same pipe when djJ/dz is supposed ta be zero, as may be
shewn by reasoning similar to Dubuat's. Moreover the motion
in a canal is a particular case of the motion in a pipe. For
consider a pipe for which d/I/dz = 0, andwhich is divided sym
metrically by the plane xz. From the symmetry of the motion,
it is clear that wc must have dw/dy = °when z = 0; but this is
precisely the condition which would have ta be satisfled if the
luid had a free surface coinciding with the plane xz; hence wc

ay suppose the upper half of the fluid removed, without affect
ing the motion of the rest, and thus wc pass to the case of a canal.
Hence it is the same thing to determine the motion in a canal,
as tO determine thar in the pipe formed by completing the canal
symmetrically with respect to the surface of the fluid.

\\1e have rhen, ta determine the motion, thc equation

d"w d"w gP sin ct
.~ + -~ + .-._-- = o.
dx dy" !J-

In the case of a recrangular pipe, it would not be difficult to
express the value of w at any point in terms of its values at the
several points of rhe perimeter of a section of the pipe. In the
case of a cylindrical pipe the solution is extremely easy: for if
wc take the axis of the pipe for that of z, and take polar co
ordinates l', e in a plane parallel to x)', and observe thar
diu/de = 0, since the motion is supposed ta be symmetrical
with respect ta the axis, the above equation becomes

(Fu; 1 dw go sin a-,._, + -.- + _._--- = o.
dl':' l' dl' fJ.

Let a be the radius of the pipe, and U the velocity of the fluid
close ta the surface; then, integrating the above equation, and
determining the arbitrary constants by the conditions that w
shall be flnite when l' = 0, and w = U when l' = a, wc have

t.!.p sin a.) ') U
lU = '----(11--1'-) + .

4fJ.

SECTION II.

Objections ta Lllgrllnge's jJroof of the theorem thllt if udx + vdy
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theorem. Il !,bysical interjncfation of the circumstrmce of
tbe abOIe exjncssion being 1111 exact differential.

SECTION III.

AjJjJlication of a me/lJod (malogous to that of Sect. 1. ta the
determillation of the equatiolls of equilibrium and motion of
elastic solMs.

SECTION IV.

Principles of Poisson's theory of e!astic solids, and of tbe oblique
jJressures existing in jluids Înmotioll. Objectiolls ta one of
!Jis bypotbcses. Rejlections on tbe constitution, and equatiolls
of motion of tbe lu/ltiniferous etber in vacuum.
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REPORT ON RECENT RESEARCHES
IN HYDRODYNAMICS.

by G. G. STOKES.

VI. M. Navier was, 1 be!ieve, the flrst ta gIve equations for
the motion of fluids without supposing the pressure equal in ail
directions. l1:is theory is contained in a memoir read bcfore
the French Academy in 1822 ':'. He considers the case of a
homogeneous incompressible fluid. He supposes such a fluid ta

be made up of ultimate molecules, acting on each other by forces
which, when the molecules are at rest, are functions simply of
the distance, but which, when the molecules recede from, or
approach ta each other, are modifled by this circumstance, so
that two molecules repe! each other less strongly when they
He receding, and more strongly when they arc approaching, than
they do when they are ar rest'. Then alteration of attraction or
repulsion is supposed ta be, for a given distance, proportional ta

the velocity with which the molecules recede from, or approach
to each other: so thar the mutual repulsion of two molccules
will be represented by f (l') - VF (l'), where l' is the distance of
the molecules, V the ve!ocity with which they recede from cach
ether, and f (l'), F (l') two unknown functions of l' depending on
the moleculal force, and as such becoming insensible when l'
has become sensible. This expression does not suppose the
molecules ta be necessalily receding from each other, nor their
mutual action tO be necessarily repulsive, since V and F (r) may
be positive or negarive. Ir is not absolute!y necessary that f (l')
and F (l') should :dways have the same sign. In forming the
equarions of motion M. Navier adopts the hypothesis of a sym
metrical arrangement of the particles, or at least, which leads
ta the same result, neglects the irregular part of the mutual
action of neighbouring molecules. The equatlOns at which he
arrives arc those which would be obtained from the common

. .. dj' 'd"1I d"1I dll"
equatIons by wrmng ... - - Il .._-:; + ._-:; + " 111 place of

dx dx- dy- dz-
dj)

dx
third. Il is herc an unknown constant depending on the nature
of the fluid.

The same subject has been treated on bl' Poisson'", who has
adopted hypotheses which arc very different from those of M. Na
vIer. Poisson's theory is of this nature. He supposes the time
t ta be divided into Il equal parts, each equal ta r. In the flrst
of these he supposes the fluid ta be displaced in the same manner
as an e!astic solid, 50 that the pressures in different directions
are given by the equarions which he had previously obtained
for dastic solids. If the causes producing the displacement were
now to cease ta act, the molecules would very rapidly assume
a new arrangement, which would render the pressure equal in
ail directions, and while this re-arrangement was going on, the
pressure would alter in an unknown manner from that belonging
ta a displaced dastic solid ta the pressure bclonging ta the
tluid in its new state. The causes of displacement are however
going on during the second interval r; but since these different
small motions will take place independently, the new displacement
which will take place in the second interval r will be the same
as if the molecules were not undergoing a re-arrangement.
Supposing now u to become inflnite, wc pass ta the case in which
the fluid in continually beginning ta be displaced like an e!astic
solid, and continually re-arranging itself so as to make the
pressure equal in ail directions. The equarions at which Poisson
arrived are, in the cases of a homogeneous incompressible fluid,
and of an e!astic fluid in which the change of density is small,

J.fémoù'es de F.--lcadhnic des Sciel/ces, tom. vi. p. 389.
+ 'l'his idea appears to have been borrowcd from Dubuat. Sec his Principes

d' J-I)'dm,ll1iqllc, tom. iL p. 60.
7 Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique, tom. xiii. eah. 20, p. 139.
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those which wouid be derived from the common equations by
replacing <if)/d,\ in the first by

dl) --A (d~1I ...i. !/~ ...i. d~lI) -/3 -..'!.- l'du + ,-1:. + ri~)
dx \dx~' d)'~ , dz~ .Ix \dx ,1)' dz'

and making similar changes in the second and third. In these
equations A and /3 are two unknown constants. Ir will be
observed that Poisson's equations reduce themselves to Navier's
in the case of an incompressible fluid.

The same subject has been considered in a quite different
point of view by M. Barré de Saint-Venant, in a communication
to the French Academy in 1843, an abstract of which is contained
in the COllljJ/es Rel/dus "'. The principal dimculty is to connect
the oblique pressures in different directions about the same point
,vith the differenrial coemcients du/dx, du/dy, &c., ,vhich express
the relative motion of the fluid particles in the immediate neigh
bourhood of that point. This the author accomplishes by as
suming that the tangential force on any plane passing through
the point in question is in the direction of the principal sliding
(g/issemenl) along that plane. The sliding along the plane x)'

1·S nleasured b dw + du. 1 d' , f d du/ + dz'y -- - ln tnc Irectlon 0 x, an - - 111
dx d::: d)' dz

the direction of y. These two ,Iidings may be compounded into
one, which will form the principal sliding along the plane xy.
It is then shewn, by means of M. Cauchy's theorems connecting
the pressures in differenr directions in any medium, that the
tangential force on any plane through the point considered,
resolved in olny direction in that plane, is proportion al to the
sliding along that plane resolved in the same direction, so that
if T represents the tangential force, referred to a unit of surface,
and S the sliding, T = cS. The pressure on a plane in any direc
tion is then found. This pressure is compounded of a normal
pressure, alike in ail directions, and a variable oblique pressure,
the expression for which con tains the one unknown quantity c.
H the fluid be supposed incompressible, and c constant, the
equationswhich would be obtained by the method of M. Barré
de Saint-Venant agrec \vith those of M. Navier. Ir will be
observed that this method does not require the consideration of
ultîmate molecules at ail.

When the motion of the fluid is very ,mali, Poisson's equations
agree with those given by M. Cauchy fot the motion of a solid
entircly destitute of elasticity +, except that the latter do not
contain the pressure fi. These equations have been obtained by
M. Cauchy without the consideration of molecules. His method
would apply, with very littÎe change, to the case of fluids.

In a paper read Jast year bcfore the Cambridge Philosophical
Society", l have arrived at the equations of motion in a differenr
manner. The method employed in this paper does not neces
sarily require the consideration of ultimate molecules. Irs prin
cipal feature consists in eliminating from the relative motioIl
of the fluid about any particular point the relatiye motion which
corresponds to a certain motion of rotation, and examining the
nature of the relative motion '\vhich remains. The equations
finally adopted in the cases of a homogeneous incompressible
fluid, and of an e1astic fluid in which the change of density is
small, agree with those of Poisson, provided wc suppose in the
la tter A = 3B. Ir is she\\'n tha t this relation between A and B
may be obtained on Poisson's own principles.

The equations hitherto considered arc those which must be

·X· 'Tom. xvii. p. 1240.
+ Exercices de J.l1athématiqucs, tom. iii., p. 18ï.

TransacNons of the Cambridge PJl1"losophica! Society) vol. viii. p. 28i.
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satisfied aL any point 111 the interior of the fluid mass; but there
is hardly any instance of the practical application of the equations,
in which wc do nor want to know also the particular conditions
which must be s1tisfied ;n the surface of the fluid. \Vith respect
to a free surface there ccm be litrle doube: the condition is
simply that there shall be not tangential force on a plane parallel
to the surface, taken immediately within the fluid. As to the case
of a fluid in contact with a solid, the condition at which Naviet
arrived come, to this: that if wc conccive a small plane drawn
within the fluid patallel to the surface of the solid, the tangenti~l

force on this plane, rcferred to a lmit of surface, shall be in the
same direction with, and proportion al to the velocity with which
the fluid flows past th~ surface of the solid. The condition ob
tained by Poisson is essentially the same.

Dubuat stated, as a resulr of his expetiments, that when th,
vclocity of water flowing through a pipe is less than a certai
quantity, the water adjacent to the surface of the pipe is
rest ':'. This resul t agrees very weil \Vith an experiment of
Coulomb's. Coulomb found that when a metallic disc was made
to oscillate very slowly in water about an axis passing through its
centre and perpendicular to its plane, the resistance was Ilot
altered when the disc was smeared with grease; and even when
the grease was covered with powdered sandstone the resistanee
was hardly increaseci . This is juSt whar one would expect on
the supposition that the water close to the disc is carried along
with it, since in that case the resistance must ciepend on the
internaI friction of the fluid; but the result appears very
extraordinary on the supposition that the fluid in contact with
the dics flows past it with a fini te vclocity. It should be observed,
however, that this resulr is compatible with the supposition
that a thin film of fluid remains adhering [() the disc, in con
sequence of capillary attraction, and becomes as it wete solid,
and that the fluid in contact with this film flows past it with
a finite velocity. If we consider Dubuat's supposition to be
correct, the condition to be assumed in the case of a fluid in
contact with a sol id is that the fluid does not move relativcly to

the solid. This condition will be included in M. Navier's, if wc
suppose the coemcient of the vclocity when M. Navier's condi
tion is expressed analytically, which he denotes by E, to become
infinite. Ir seems probable from the experiments of J'vI. Girard,
that the condition to be satisfied at the surface of fluid in
conractwith a solid is diiterent according as the fluid does or
not moisten the surface of the solid.

M. Navier has applied his theory to the results of some
experiments of M. Girard's on the discharge of fluids through
capillary tubes. His theory shews that if wc suppose E ta be
finite, the discharge through extremely small tubes will depend
only on E, and not on A. The law of discharge at which he
arrives agrees with the experiments of M. Girard, at least when
the tubes "re extremely small. M. Navier explained the differ
ence observed by M. Girard in the discharge of water through
tubes of glass and tubes of coppel' of same size by supposing
the value of E different in the two cases. This difference \Vas
explained by M. Girard himself by supposing that a thin film
of tluid remains adheren t to the pipe, in consequence of molecular
action, and that the thickness of this film differs with the sub
stance of which the tube is composed, as weil as with the liquid
employed"'. If we adopt Navier's explanation, wc may reconcile
it with the experiments of Coulomb by supposing that E is very
large, so that unless the fluid is confined in a very narro\\' pipe,
the results will depend mainly on A, being sensibly the same as
they would be if E were infinite.

Sec the Table givcll in tom. i. of his Principes d-'JlydraH/iqllc, p. 93.
- jlIémoircs de l'Ti!stitlft, 1801, tom. iii. p. 286.

Alémoirc.'f de tAordémic des Seîences, tom. i. pp. 203 and 234.


